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ABSTRACT
The advance in wireless Internet and mobile computing brought
the booming of intelligent Location-Based Services(LBS),
which can actively push location-dependent information to
mobile users according to their predefined interest. The
successful development of push-based LBS applications re-
lies on the existence of a publish/subscribe middleware that
can handle spatial relationship. This paper presents an ef-
ficient spatial publish/subscribe system that can serve as
the middleware for intelligent LBS applications. The basic
models, including spatial event model, spatial subscription
model and notification model, are introduced and the over-
all architecture is presented. Two kinds of spatial predicate
that can meet most common requirement of intelligent loca-
tion aware applications are also discussed. Furthermore, we
propose a novel spatial event processing approach that dis-
patches the spatial subscriptions to self-positioning mobile
devices. By leveraging client-side computing resource and
decreasing the communication times, the server-side work-
load is relieved and the communication cost is reduced. Ex-
perimental results clearly demonstrate the efficiency of our
approach.
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1. INTRODUCTION
Recent years have seen rapid growth in the area of Location-

based Services (LBS). The computing or service model for
current LBS is based on pull model or user-initiated model,
which means a user sends requests to a server which replies
location dependent answers. Traditional location aware ser-
vices, such as mobile yellow page service (nearby service),
are in the scope of this model. For example, a user driv-
ing a car requests the location of the nearest gas station.
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With advances in mobile Internet technologies and increas-
ing competitive pressure, more and more service providers
are beginning to deploy intelligent LBS (iLBS) based on
push model or service-initiated model. In service-initiated
model, a service provider actively pushes the location de-
pendent information to mobile users via different channels
according to their predefined interest in the system. Service-
initiated model brings a new user experience to mobile users.
It can facilitate mobile users in retrieving information with-
out explicitly sending a request each time. For example, two
interesting iLBS applications could be:

• E-coupon. A shopping mall sends a promotion mes-
sage to nearby mobile users who are potential con-
sumers. The E-coupon service attracts more customers
and increases the revenue.

• Mobile Buddy-List. User gets notification when a friend
in his buddy list is nearby. Mobile buddy-list attracts
more users for wireless carriers because it brings their
customers a new experience with cell phones.

Applications listed above could be implemented based on the
publish/subscribe paradigm (hereafter referred to as pub/sub),
where information providers publish units of information
called events, and information consumers issue subscriptions
specified by predicates on the content of the events. The
pub/sub middleware ensures the timely delivery of published
events to all interested subscribers [1]. From iLBS perspec-
tive, events are the stream of location of mobile users or
devices and subscriptions are spatial predicates on location
events. An example of spatial subscription is ”Send e-coupon
to potential customers while they are within 200 meters from
McDonald today”. In this example, the spatial condition is
”location of user within 200 meters of location of McDon-
ald”. Most existing pub/sub systems such as Gryphon [2],
Siena [3] can match address information in text format. Spa-
tial matching needs extra mechanism such as spatial index
to handle 2 or 3 dimension information, which is not well
addressed by current pub/sub systems. This motivates us
to provide a spatial pub/sub system that can match user
pre-defined spatial condition (subscription) against events
received by the system and take appropriate action when-
ever there is a match.

In the context of intelligent location-aware applications, a
person’s current location is obtained by positioning his/her
mobile device. There are a number of positioning technolo-
gies that can be classified into two categories: terminal-
based and network-based solutions. The former builds sig-



nificant intelligence into the handset for positioning while
the latter builds more intelligence into the mobile network
infrastructure. For network-based positioning approaches, a
central tracking service is usually provided to continuously
retrieve location of mobile devices or receive location re-
ported from the mobile network infrastructure. Then the
tracking service publishes location as events to the spa-
tial pub/sub system. For terminal-based positioning ap-
proaches, mobile devices, such as a PDA with a GPS re-
ceiver, continuously publish their own location as events
to the spatial pub/sub system. While supporting a large
number of mobile users, performance is a big challenge for
the spatial pub/sub system. A novel spatial event process-
ing method is proposed to improve performance. The basic
idea behind the method is that the spatial pub/sub server
dispatches spatial subscriptions to mobile devices when mo-
bile devices have the capability of self-positioning, comput-
ing and networking. We call this kind of devices as intel-
ligent devices. Intelligent devices process spatial subscrip-
tions based on their own location and report matching spa-
tial events to the server.

In this paper, an efficient spatial pub/sub system is pre-
sented. The system has been implemented in Java at IBM
China Research Lab as a prototype. Our main contributions
focus on: (1) a spatial pub/sub middleware that supports
spatial matching for push-based location aware applications
and (2) a high performance spatial event processing mecha-
nism based on close cooperation between intelligent devices
and the spatial pub/sub server.

This paper is organized as follows. Section 2 introduces
three models: spatial event model, spatial subscription model
and notification model. Overall architecture of the spatial
pub/sub system and components are presented in section
3. Section 4 focuses on the performance analysis. Section 5
briefly surveys related work. Finally we conclude the paper
and propose further work.

2. MODELS
The models used by Pub/Sub engine include Spatial Event

Model, Spatial Subscription Model and Notification Model.
This section details these models and gives their solid se-
mantic in the context of a spatial pub/sub system.

2.1 Spatial Event Model
A spatial event is described by a set of properties specified

by name-value (NV) pairs. The three mandatory properties
for a spatial event are:

• Object identifier (OID) is a unique identity indicat-
ing the owner of the location. The object is either a
person, a device, or anything that can be located.

• Timestamp (TS) is the time when the object is posi-
tioned.

• Location (LOC) is the geographical location specified
by predefined spatial reference system (SRS) or textual
description of location that could be translated into
geographical location via geocoding.

Three properties above describe three most important di-
mensions pertained to a spatial event: Who, When and
Where. Other optional properties could also be introduced
to facilitate the processing of spatial events, such as

Table 1: A Spatial Event Sample
Name Value

OID foo@acme.com
TS 2002-05-01-13:20:05

LOC (119.323,38.465)
LPID CMCC

Priority High

Table 2: A Notification Example
Name Value

OID foo@acme.com
TS 2002-05-01-13:20:05

LOC (119.323,38.465)
LPID CMCC

Priority High
Mode Enter
Target Time Square

• Uncertainty (UNC) describes the uncertainty of the
location detected.

• Location provider identifier (LPID) is the provider of
the location information.

Besides the predefined mandatory and optional names for
properties, other properties could be attached to the spatial
event to describe domain or application specific information.
Usually this information is intended for the subscription ap-
plication and not processed by the Pub/Sub engine.

Table 1 is a sample instance of spatial event. The spa-
tial event describes that the mobile user foo@acme.com is
at longitude 119.323 and latitude 38.456 at time 2002-05-01-
13:20:05, and the location information is provided by CMCC
(a mobile carrier). There is also a domain-specific property
called Priority with value High to indicate that it is an im-
portant event.

2.2 Spatial Subscription Model
Spatial subscription is used by subscribers to express their

interest in spatial events. In the spatial pub/sub system, a
spatial subscription is defined as (SP,ToS) tuple, where SP
is spatial predicate defined upon location of objects and ToS
stands for Type of Services, which will be discussed later.
The semantic for a spatial subscription is: a notification
(based on notification model) is send to a subscriber when
an incoming spatial event (based on spatial event model)
meets SP and ToS requirement. Currently two kinds of SP
are supported in the spatial pub/sub system:

• Within predicate has the syntax (oid-1,oid-2,,oid-n)
within (zone-1,zone-2,zone-n). The predicate is true if
and only if one of the location of the mobile user (oid-
i) is within one of the zone (zone-j). A zone is used
to represent an interested region. Subscription using
within predicate can be used to support E-coupon case
mentioned before.

• Distance predicate has the syntax (oid) distance (D,
oid-1,oid-2,,oid-n). The predicate is true if and only if
distance between oid and oid-i (1 ≤ i ≤ n) is less than
D. Subscription using distance trigger can support ser-
vices like Mobile Buddy List through which a user can



define his buddy list and ask for an alert when any of
his buddy is near to him.

We believe that the two SPs could meet large amount of
requirement of LBS applications and we are investigating
other SPs for constructing more complex location-aware ap-
plication. Traditional pub/sub systems are based on the
”publish-match-notify” operational cycle, therefore, a spa-
tial event is always sent to subscribers when a spatial sub-
scription is satisfied by the event. In the context of loca-
tion aware applications, however, the event filter mechanism
could sometimes confuse the user. For example, a user de-
fines a within subscription ”(oid1) within (zone1)”, where
zone1 is the predefined area of a shopping mall. While the
user (oid1) is entering the zone (zone1), he receives a promo-
tion message. The within subscription is always evaluated
to be true when the user stays in the shopping mall, so that
he continuously receives the promotion message. Obviously
in this case only one promotion message makes sense both
to the user and the promotion provider. One-time semantic
of subscription specified by ToS is introduced to guarantee
that the user receives only one promotion message. While
the ToS is set to once, one-time semantic of subscription is
applied by spatial matching engine.

2.3 Notification Model
Notification takes the same NV pairs format as event

model and includes two parts:

1. Original event part copied from the event information.

2. Subscription-specific part derived from the process of
matching subscriptions with events.

Take the within subscription with One-Time semantic as
an example, a notification is described in Table 2. The
first five items are copied from the event and the remain-
ing two items are subscription-specific properties. Property
Mode with value ”enter” indicates that the user is currently
entering the defined zone, if the user is leaving the zone,
the property has the value ”leave”. Property Target with
value ”Times Square” indicates that the user is entering the
zone Times Square. The Target property is used to distin-
guish the triggered zone (Times Square) from other zones
defined in the subscription. For the distance subscription,
two properties named ”Target” and ”Target Location” are
introduced to express the identifier of a matching user and
her/his current location.

3. ARCHITECTURE
This section details the overall architecture of the spatial

pub/sub system. The pub/sub system adopts a novel client-
side event processing approach to improve performance. To
begin with, we introduce this approach.

3.1 Client-side Event Processing Approach
Due to the intrinsic constraints of mobile network, the

bandwidth of wireless communication is limited. How to
utilize bandwidth of wireless communication in an economic
way is a challenge for the system design. When spatial event
matching is handled in the central pub/sub server, intelli-
gent devices should continuously publish their own location
to the server. This consumes the bandwidth of wireless com-
munication and restricts the concurrency of the server. A

novel client-side event processing approach is presented to
solve this problem.

This approach takes full advantage of the resource ca-
pabilities (such as computing, storage and positioning) in
intelligent mobile devices. Its work flow is shown below:

1. The spatial pub/sub server dispatches within subscrip-
tions to a related intelligent device;

2. The intelligent device gets its location from the embed-
ded positioning module and performs spatial matching
instead of reporting the location to the pub/sub server;

3. If the spatial subscription is satisfied, for example, if
a user is entering a predefined zone, a notification is
sent to the pub/sub server. Otherwise, the location is
discarded.

Our event processing approach relieves the workload of
the pub/sub server for spatial matching is handled in client
sides. Only matching spatial events are sent to the pub/sub
server, so the bandwidth of wireless communication is saved
and the concurrency of the pub/sub system is improved.

3.2 Overall Architecture
Figure 1 depicts the overall architecture for the spatial

pub/sub system. The system is highly modular with clearly
defined interfaces. The key components include Spatial Pub/Sub
Manager, Spatial Matching Engine, Zone Definition Engine,
Location Agent Controller and Mobile Location Agent. Lo-
cation Agent Controller and Mobile Location Agent work
together to implement the proposed approach. In addition,
privacy protection is considered to be the critical issue in
LBS. The architecture also provides Privacy Manager com-
ponent that provides Privacy API to handle privacy issues
and allows users to control who and what applications can
access their location. The discussion of privacy protection
is beyond the range of this paper and it can be referred to
in [4,5].

Spatial Pub/Sub Manager is responsible for managing
event subscription/publish and exposing JMS (Java
Messaging Service [10]) interface. Message selectors
from JMS are extended to support spatial subscrip-
tion, whose syntax was outlined in Section 2. For
a subscription request, privacy check should be done
first. Instead of forwarding all subscriptions to Spatial
Matching Engine, the Pub/Sub Manager exploits the
sematic of the subscriptions and sends within subscrip-
tions to Location Agent Controller. As a result, the
workload of Spatial Matching Engine is relieved.

Spatial Matching Engine takes charge of filtering spa-
tial events. For achieving high performance in spatial
matching, the engine uses spatial index technique to
accelerate the matching process. For within predicate,
R-tree is employed to index predefined zones based on
their MBR (Minimum Bounding Rectangle) and trans-
form subscription evaluation to R-tree searching. Each
zone maintains a hash table to record the list of inter-
ested users. When a mobile user’s location is within
a zone and the mobile user is in the hash table of the
zone, a notification is sent out. Distance evaluation
involves more than one mobile user; the location cache
is provided to store latest location data of those users
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Figure 1: Spatial Publish/Subscribe System Architecture

and an object trigger graph mechanism is employed
to handle the case. Spatial Match Engine reuses the
module called Trigger Handler from CAMEL project
[6]. The detailed algorithms and performance com-
parison result can be found in [6]. The result shows
that the matching engine has good performance and
scalability.

Zone Definition Engine is used by the system admin-
istrator and/or end users to define well-known ZOI
(Zone Of Interest) or user-specific ZOI, which could be
a polygon (including rectangle) and a circle. For ex-
ample, in Beijing, hot places such as Xidan can be pre-
defined in system as a polygon based on its geographic
coordination (latitude, longitude), and each user can
define his/her home according to its geographic loca-
tion. Predefined ZOI can be referred in system as a
symbol name, like SYSTEM.Xidan and Mike.HOME,
where the prefix SYSTEM stands for system defined
ZOI and otherwise is the name of the user who defines
the ZOI. Zone Definition Engine exposes ZDE API for
client applications and Spatial Pub/Sub Manager to
manipulate zones.

Location Agent Controller manages all Mobile Location
Agents running on intelligent devices. It provides au-
thentication mechanism for these Agents, sends related
spatial subscriptions to them, receives the matching
spatial events from them and forwards those matching
events to Spatial Pub/Sub Manager. When the mobile
user involves distance predicates, the Controller sends
periodical location report command to the Agent, re-
ceives location of the mobile user periodically and passes
them to Spatial Matching Engine. The interface be-
tween to the Controller and the Agent is base on XML.

Mobile Location Agent runs on intelligent devices. It
focuses on obtaining its location information from em-
bedded positioning module such as GPS and handling
within predicates sent by the Controller. It evaluates
spatial predicates based on the current location of the
mobile device. When a spatial predicate is evaluated
to be true, the matching spatial event will be sent to
the Controller. Occasionally Mobile Location Agent
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Figure 2: Distribution of ZOIs for Mobile Users
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can send the location of the mobile device periodically
according to instructions from the Controller.

4. PERFORMANCE
Since the bandwidth of wireless communication is restricted,

communication times is an important measurement factor
for performance of the spatial pub/sub system. Addition-
ally, workload of CPU-intensive matching influences perfor-
mance of a spatial pub/sub server. In our proposed method,
matching operation is handled in the client sides so the
matching cost of the server is zero. Therefore only the com-
munication times is taken into consideration in following
experiments. Taking within predicate as an example, we
use simulated data to obtain the communication times. The
scenario is: mobile users with various speed walks randomly
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Figure 4: Communication times vs. Number of Mobile Users

in the fixed area normalized with size 1. Each mobile user
could define one or more of ZOIs, and the number of ZOIs
defined by each user follows the normal distribution as illus-
trated in Figure 2. All ZOIs are circles and the centers of
circles follow spatial normal distribution depicted in Figure
3. Figure 4 shows how the performance of the system in
terms of the communication times changes with the number
of mobile users grows. In this case the total sample times
for each mobile user is 1400. Using server-side matching ap-
proach, the communication times increases linearly against
the number of mobile users, for each spatial event is sent to
Spatial Matching Engine for evaluating. Using client-side
matching approach, the communication times decreases dra-
matically compared with server-side approach, because only
the matching events are sent to the server. Also from the
performance chart we observe that the size of ZOI also in-
fluences the matching events, and when the radius of ZOIs
grows, the matching events increase, so does the communi-
cation times in our experiment.

By leveraging computing resource of intelligent devices,
the proposed novel event processing approach not only re-
lieves server-side workload, but also reduces communication
times and saves bandwidth of wireless communication, thus
make the system support more concurrent mobile users with
less cost.

5. RELATED WORKS
Gryphon [2] and Siena [3] are content-based pub/sub sys-

tems. Gryphon provided an efficient and scalable filtering
algorithm to handle event matching. Siena provided expres-
sive subscription language for subscribers to select interested
events. Both of them supported primitive data types while
our spatial pub/sub system can handle complicated spatial
data type.

Ivana Podnar et al. presented an architecture to deliver
content to mobile users based on the publish/subscriber

paradigm [7]. Their publish/subscribe system can work to-
gether with location management to deliver location-aware
message to mobile users. However, the spatial pub/sub sys-
tem proposed in this paper focuses on spatial-related infor-
mation matching and performance improvement.

An event specification language that can be used to ex-
press spatial events was presented in [8]. Semantics of basic
spatial events is the same as ours. They paid more attention
to event definition and event composition while we took a
great effort on spatial subscription and spatial event match-
ing.

Work at Cambridge has investigated services that, based
on registrations of interest in user locations and proximities,
notifies clients when changes occur [9]. Their system archi-
tecture CALAIS was based on distributed events technology
and used a dynamically modifiable R-tree index, fed with a
stream of location events, to monitor locations and prox-
imities. CALAIS was suitable for the support of context-
aware applications operating within a typical indoor, office
domain while our spatial pub/sub system is more suitable
for outdoor environment by leveraging intelligent devices to
provide a high performance spatial event processing.

6. CONCLUSIONS AND FUTURE WORK
Push-based location-based services bring new user experi-

ence to mobile users and provide new revenue opportunities
to carriers. Spatial pub/sub paradigm is a key enabler to
support push-based LBS applications, where event providers
publish spatial events that are location of mobile users and
event consumers subscribe their interest in spatial events.
Most existing pub/sub systems cannot handle such spatial
subscriptions directly. In this paper, we present an efficient
spatial pub/sub system that can match user pre-defined spa-
tial condition against spatial events based on spatial in-
dex technique. The system provides subscription mecha-
nism for location of mobile users. A novel client-side spa-



tial event processing method is proposed by dispatching the
spatial subscription to intelligent mobile devices and lever-
aging their self-positioning and computing resource. The
advantage of our method resides on reduced communication
times and improved system concurrency. Experimental re-
sults clearly demonstrate the efficiency of our approach.

Our future work includes building spatial Pub/Sub sys-
tem that supports more advance spatial predicates and func-
tions, as well as aggregating non-spatial Pub/Sub (such as
Gryphon) and spatial Pub/Sub to support subscription com-
posing by both non-spatial and spatial condition.
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